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(57) ABSTRACT 

An operational remote controller integrates a joystick for 
bending a bending portion of an inserted portion in an 
endoscope. Abending lever Stands on the joystick. For every 
automatically returning of the bending lever to a neutral 
position, a CPU of the operational remote controller detects 
the neutral position and Sets an insensitive band within a 
predetermined range of the neutral position. Thus, the insen 
Sitive band can be Set within a relatively narrow range 
irrespective of variation of neutral positions. The CPU 
Supplies positional information of the bending lever to a 
control circuit for controlling a motor drive circuit. The 
control circuit controls a motor drive circuit based on the 
Supplied positional information, and the motor drive circuit 
drives a motor to bend the bending portion of the inserted 
portion. 
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ENDOSCOPE APPARATUS 

0001. This application claims benefit of Japanese Appli 
cations No. 2000-086993 filed in Japan on Mar. 27, 2000, 
No. 2000-103858 filed in Japan on Apr. 5, 2000, the contents 
of which are incorporated by this reference. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

0002) 1. Field of the Invention 
0003. The present invention relates to an endoscope 
apparatus Suitable to bend a bending portion provided for a 
tip of an inserted portion of an endoscope by using a 
joystick. 

0004 2. Prior Art Statement 
0005 Conventionally, an endoscope apparatus has been 
widely used. The endoscope apparatus observes an exam 
ined site and performs various processings by inserting a 
long inserted portion into a body cavity. Also, in an indus 
trial field, an (industrial) endoscope apparatus has been 
widely used. The (industrial) endoscope apparatus can 
observe and inspect an internal defect, corrosion, etc. of a 
boiler, turbine, engine, chemical plant, and the like. 
0006 The above-mentioned endoscope apparatus is 
Structured Such that a bending portion capable of being 
manually operated is provided at a base-end Side of a tip of 
the long inserted portion. The inserted portion has a CCD, 
etc. which is an image pickup means at the tip and a camera 
control unit (hereinafter, referred to as a CCU) at the side 
near hand. 

0007) Image information obtained by using the CCD is 
transmitted to the CCU So that a Video signal is generated. 
An endoscope image can be displayed by Supplying the 
Video signal to a display apparatus Such as an LCD, a CRT, 
or the like. 

0008 Bending operation of the bending portion can be 
remotely operated by an operational remote controller for 
endoscope (hereinafter, referred to as an operational remote 
controller). That is, the endoscope apparatus has therein a 
motor for bending which can be controlled by the opera 
tional remote controller. In the endoscope apparatus, a wire 
placed at the bending portion is towed and loosened by using 
a power of the motor, thereby enabling the bending portion 
to be remotely bent. 
0009. As the endoscope apparatus having the operational 
remote controller, an endoscope apparatus in which a joy 
Stick is provided as the operational remote controller for 
bending operation is proposed as disclosed in Japanese 
Laid-open Patent Publication No. 10-328.131. Incidentally, a 
detailed operating method of the joystick in the endoscope 
apparatus is not disclosed in Japanese Laid-open Patent 
Publication No. 10-328131. 

0.010 Also, for example, in an endoscope of European 
Patent Application Publication No. 0543738A1, an endo 
Scope apparatus in which an electrically-driven bent inserted 
portion detachable from a processor control module is 
operated by a joystick is proposed. This reference discloses 
that, in the above-mentioned endoscope apparatus, the elec 
trically-driven bent inserted portion is positionally con 
trolled by the joystick. Further, the reference discloses that, 
in the above-mentioned endoscope apparatus, a bent shape 
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is electrically perked (locked against bending). Incidentally, 
European Patent Application Publication No. 0543738A1 
does not disclose a detailed operating method of an opera 
tional button, etc. for positional control and locking against 
bending in the endoscope apparatus. 
0011. The joysticks have variable resistors in which resis 
tances are varied depending on inclination angles of a lever. 
The joysticks can output an analog Voltage value in accor 
dance with the inclination angles of the lever. AS disclosed 
in European Patent Application Publication No. 0543738A1, 
the joystick is frequently used for the positional control. 
0012. As the positional control using the above-described 
joystick, a method for proportioning the inclination angle of 
the lever to an offset of a controlled target can be considered. 
For example, the positional control using the joystick has an 
advantage that an operator can easily grasp an actual angle 
of bending by proportioning the inclination angle of the 
lever (bending lever) to an inclination angle of the tip of the 
inserted portion. 
0013 However, when bending with an only fine angle, in 
the positional control using the joystick, the operational 
angle of the bending lever also must become fine. Thus, the 
operator needs to concentrate his attention to his fingertip 
and, therefore, fatigue from the operation is increased. 
0014) Then, in the endoscope-apparatus, a method (bend 
ing control at a constant speed) in which an output of the 
joystick is handled as a signal indicating only a direction, not 
as an analog value corresponding to the inclination angle of 
the level, and the bending portion is bent in a pushed-down 
direction of the lever at a constant Speed; is put into practical 
use in order to Solve the disadvantage of the positional 
control. Further, the endoscope apparatus, is Sometimes 
employed, having a function Switching the positional control 
and the bending control at the constant speed. 
0015. In the case of the bending control at the constant 
Speed, the operator cannot arbitrarily change a bending 
Speed. Therefore, in the endoscope apparatus using the 
bending control at the constant Speed, the constant Speed is 
Set to a slow speed, that is, driving in a Slow mode is 
frequent. When using the Slow mode as the bending control 
at the constant Speed, the operability at the time of fine 
adjustment of the bending angle is excellent, however, the 
above endoscope apparatus has a problem that it takes a long 
time until the inclination angle reaches a desired bending 
angle. In contrast, when using a fast Speed as the bending 
control at the constant Speed, the above endoscope apparatus 
has a problem that the operability at the time of fine 
adjustment is remarkably reduced. 
0016. In the endoscope apparatus disclosed in European 
Patent Application Publication No. 0543738A1, the bending 
locking of the bending portion is on by operating a bending 
lock switch which is laid out at a position different from that 
of the joystick for bending operation. Therefore, in the 
endoscope apparatus, the bending locking cannot be per 
formed by one-hand operation. 
0017. In the endoscope apparatuses, generally, it is 
impossible to confirm whether or not the bending portion is 
locked and, therefore, it is confirmed by employing light 
on/off of an LED, etc. near a switch. However, the operator 
must look aside from a monitor on which an endoscope 
image, etc. is displayed to confirm whether or not the 
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bending portion is locked by employing light on/off of the 
LED, etc., thereby the operability is inferior. 
0.018 When the lever is not operated, the joystick is 
automatically returned near a neutral position by energizing 
power of a Spring. However, there is a problem that the 
neutral position of the automatic returned lever is largely 
varied depending on precision of a Spring or mechanism of 
the joystick. 

0019. In the inventor's opinion, the periphery of the 
neutral position is Set to an insensitive band taking account 
of the variation. When the lever is located at the neutral 
position, a method for Stopping an output of a positional 
information signal can be considered. 
0020. However, the above-mentioned method has a prob 
lem that the lever operation is not available within a prede 
termined range near the neutral position and the bending 
operation is possible only by relatively largely inclining the 
lever. 

0021. On the other hand, in a conventional endoscope 
apparatus for always transmitting positional information 
without Setting the insensitive band, even if the lever is not 
operated, the positional information of the lever is outputted 
from the joystick. Therefore, the conventional endoscope 
apparatus has a problem that processing efficiency of a CPU 
is reduced when using a controller for controlling by using 
the positional information of the lever from the joystick. 
0022. For the above reasons, in the endoscope appara 
tuses, the precision of operability of the joystick cannot be 
increased. 

0023 Operational remote controllers with the above 
mentioned joysticks having a display for Supplying a video 
Signal which is signal-processed by the CCU to display the 
Signal as an observed image are proposed as disclosed in, for 
example, Japanese Laid-open Patent Publication No. 
10-328.131 and U.S. Pat. No. 5,373,317. 

0024. The operational remote controller disclosed in 
Japanese Laid-open Patent Publication No. 10-328.131 is 
Structured Such that a display and a joystick is provided for 
a case having a predetermined Volume. Since the above 
operational remote controller has only the joystick for 
bending operation, it has a problem that operations other 
than the bending control cannot be executed. 

0.025 In contrast, the operational remote controller dis 
closed in U.S. Pat. No. 5,373,317 is provided-with a display, 
a joystick, and key Switches for various operations. The 
motor, and a signal processing control unit for processing an 
image pickup signal from image pickup means are provided 
in a case. 

0026. Since the above operational remote controller has 
the motor, Signal processing control unit, and display, there 
is a problem that the outer shape of the case is large, the 
weight is heavy, and various operations are impossible while 
Supporting the above operational remote controller by one 
handed grasping. Further, Since the key Switches are adja 
cent to the display in the above operational remote control 
ler, there is also a problem that it is not user-friendly because 
the key Switches are operated only by positioning the hand 
aside from the joystick or only by operation using the hand 
which grasps an inserted portion. 
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OBJECTS AND SUMMARY OF THE 
INVENTION 

0027. It is one object of the present invention to provide 
an endoscope apparatus capable of improving bending oper 
ability using a joystick. 
0028. It is another object of the present invention to 
provide an endoscope apparatus capable of improving the 
operational precision of bending using the joystick. 

0029. It is further another object of the present invention 
to provide an endoscope apparatus capable of user-friendlily 
performing operation necessary for observation and inspec 
tion by one hand while performing bending operation with 
Small size and light weight. 
0030. According to the present invention, an endoscope 
apparatus includes: bending drive means for bending a 
bending portion provided to a tip of an inserted portion; an 
operating unit for bending and operating the bending portion 
by inclining a lever, and control means for allowing the 
bending drive means to bend and operate the bending 
portion based on information from the operating unit, for 
detecting the neutral position for every automatically return 
ing of the lever to the neutral position, and for Setting a 
predetermined range from the detected neutral position to an 
insensitive band to prohibit bending driving of the bending 
portion by the bending drive means. 
0031. According to the present invention, an endoscope 
apparatus includes: bending drive means for bending a 
bending portion provided for a tip of an inserted portion, a 
bending operating unit for bending the bending portion by 
inclining a lever, and a plurality of operating units, which 
are provided for remotely controlling the endoscope appa 
ratus, other than Said bending operating unit and are pro 
vided distributively on the front surface and a back surface 
of a case of an operational remote controller for endoscope. 
0032. The above and many other objects, features, and 
advantages of this invention will become apparent from the 
ensuing detailed description of one preferred embodiment, 
which should be read in conjunction with the accompanying 
drawing. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWING 

0033 FIG. 1 is an explanatory view of the overall 
endoscope System including an endoscope apparatus accord 
ing to a first embodiment of the present invention; 
0034 FIG. 2 is a block diagram showing the constitution 
of circuits in the endoscope apparatus, 
0035 FIG. 3 is an explanatory view for explaining an 
operating range of a joystick; 
0036 FIG. 4 is an explanatory view for explaining 
operation according to the first embodiment; 
0037 FIG. 5 is an explanatory view showing the overall 
of an endoscope System including an endoscope apparatus 
according to a Second embodiment; 
0038 FIG. 6 is an explanatory view schematically show 
ing the constitution of a joystick in an operational remote 
controller in FIG. 5; 
0039) 
FIG. 7; 

FIG. 7 is a flowchart for explaining operation in 
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0040 FIG. 8 is a flowchart showing an operational flow 
used in a third embodiment of the present invention; 
0041 FIG. 9 is a block diagram showing a fourth 
embodiment of the present invention; 
0.042 FIG. 10 is a diagram showing the overall consti 
tution of an endoscope apparatus according to a fifth 
embodiment of the present invention; 
0.043 FIG. 11 is an explanatory view of the structure of 
a drum in FIG. 10; 
0044 FIG. 12 is an explanatory view showing the struc 
ture of a motor drive in FIG. 11; 
004.5 FIG. 13 is a front view showing an operational 
remote controller according to a fifth embodiment of the 
present invention; 
0.046 FIG. 14 is a back view showing the operational 
remote controller; 
0047 FIG. 15 is a side view showing the operational 
remote controller; 
0.048 FIG. 16 is an upper end view showing an upper 
end of the operational remote controller; 
0049 FIG. 17 is a lower end view showing a lower end 
of the operational remote controller; 
0050 FIG. 18 is a cross-sectional view showing the 
operational remote controller; 
0051 FIG. 19 is explanatory views showing various 
Structures of a bending lever, 
0.052 FIG. 20 is a constitutional cross-sectional view 
showing the constitution of a slide Switch of the operational 
remote controller; 
0.053 FIG. 21 is an explanatory view showing the struc 
ture of a microphone of the operational remote controller; 
0.054 FIG. 22 is an explanatory view showing a rela 
tionship between a connector for LCD and a cable in the 
operational remote controller; 
0.055 FIG. 23 is a block diagram showing a relationship 
between the operational remote controller and an endoscope 
main body; 
0056 FIG. 24 is a side view showing an operational 
remote controller according to a sixth embodiment of the 
present invention; 
0057 FIG.25 is a cross-sectional view showing one part 
of the operational remote controller in FIG. 24; 
0.058 FIG. 26 is a lower end view showing a lower end 
of the operational remote controller; and 
0059 FIG. 27 is an upper end view showing an upper 
end of the operational remote controller. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
PREFERRED EMBODIMENT 

0060 FIGS. 1 to 4 relate to first to fourth embodiments 
of the present invention in which FIG. 1 is an explanatory 
View showing the overall of an endoscope System including 
an endoscope apparatus according to the first embodiment; 
FIG. 2 is a block diagram showing the constitution of 
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circuits in the endoscope apparatus, FIG. 3 is an explanatory 
View for explaining an operating range of a joystick, and 
FIG. 4 is an explanatory view for operation according to the 
first embodiment. 

0061. In the present embodiment, operational precision is 
improved by narrowing an insensitive range of a neutral 
position where an angle signal from a joystick should be 
Stopped. 

0062) An endoscope control unit 1 includes an accom 
modating unit 4 for accommodating an endoscope 3 having 
a long inserted portion 2. The inserted portion 2 of the 
endoscope 3 has a bending portion 5b provided at a base-end 
side of a hard end portion 5a and is bendable. The endoscope 
control unit 1 comprises a CCU 6; a control circuit 7; and a 
motor drive circuit 8. The control circuit 7 controls each 
Section of the endoscope control unit 1. 
0063) A CCD 10 (refer to FIG. 2) is provided for the end 
portion 5a of the endoscope 3. The CCD 10 photoelectri 
cally converts an optical image of an object to be photo 
graphed, and outputs the converted Signal to the camera 
control unit (hereinafter, referred to as the CCU) 6. The CCU 
6 is controlled by the control circuit 7, thereby converting an 
input Signal into a Standard Video signal for displaying it on 
a monitor. 

0064. The video signal from the CCU 16 is supplied to a 
monitor 9 via a cable. The monitor 9 displays an endoscope 
image onto a displayed Screen based on the input video 
Signal. 

0065. A general PC 16 and the control circuit 7 are 
connected via a predetermined interface cable 16b Such as 
an RS232C or a USB. The general PC 16 incoporates image 
processing Software. The endoscope control unit 1 can 
perform predetermined image processing for the endoscope 
image displayed on the monitor 9 via the control circuit 7 by 
operating the general PC 16. 

0066. As shown in FIG. 2, a plurality of wires for 
traction 28 are placed to the inserted portion 2. One end of 
each wire for traction 28 is fixed at a predetermined position 
of the inserted portion 2. In the endoscope 3, each wire for 
traction 28 is properly towed, thereby bending the bending 
portion 5b of the inserted portion 2. Each wire for traction 
28 is towed by a plurality of motors 27. Each motor 27 is 
driven by a motor drive circuit 8, thereby towing the wires 
for traction 28. The motor drive circuit 8 is controlled by the 
control circuit 7, thereby controlling the driving of the 
motors 27. 

0067. In the present embodiment, an operational remote 
controller for endoscope (hereinafter, referred to as an 
operational remote controller) 11 integrating a joystick 12 is 
used as remote control means for bending operation. A 
bending lever 13 of the joystick 12 capable of being inclined 
Vertically and horizontally by operator's operation Stands on 
an upper Surface of the operational remote controller 11. 
When the operator performs no operation through the lever, 
the bending lever 13 is automatically returned near a pre 
determined neutral position by an energizing force of a 
Spring (not shown). 
0068. As shown in FIG. 2, the joystick 12 has: a variable 
resistor 18 in which a resistance changes corresponding to 
inclination in a horizontal direction of the bending lever 13; 
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and a variable resistor 19 in which a resistance changes 
corresponding to inclination in a vertical direction of the 
bending lever 13. The variable resistor 18 outputs a J/SR/L 
Signal having a level corresponding to an inclination angle 
in the horizontal direction of the bending lever 13. The 
variable resistor 19 outputs a J/SU/D signal having a level 
corresponding to an inclination angle in the vertical direc 
tion of the bending lever 13. 
0069 Outputs from the variable resistors 18 and 19 are 
supplied to a CPU 14 of a remote control circuit 21 incor 
porated in the operational remote controller 11. The CPU 14 
comprises A/D converters (A/Ds) 22 and 23. The A/Ds 22 
and 23 convert the J/SR/L signal and the J/SU/D signal into 
digital signals and the CPU 14 fetches the converted signals. 
0070 The CPU 14 outputs the fetched J/SR/L signal and 
J/SU/D Signal as positional information. In the example 
shown in FIG. 1, the operational remote controller 11 and 
control circuit 7 are connected by a remote controller cable 
15 compliant with an RS232C standard, etc. The remote 
control circuit 21 outputs the positional information to the 
control circuit 7 via an RS232C driver 25. 

0071. In the present embodiment, the CPU 14 determines 
whether or not the bending lever 13 automatically returns to 
the neutral position by monitoring the J/SR/L Signal and 
J/SU/D signal. When the CPU 14 determines that the 
bending lever 13 returns to the neutral position, the J/SR/L 
Signal and J/SU/DSignal in this case are Stored in a memory 
24 as the positional information at the neutral position. 
0072 Further, the CPU 14 sets an insensitive band within 
a predetermined range from the neutral position, as center, 
stored in the memory 24. If the CPU 14 determines based on 
the J/SR/L signal and J/SU/D signal that the inclination of 
the bending lever 13 is within the range of the insensitive 
band, transmission of the positional information to the 
control circuit 7 is stopped. 
0073. The positional information is supplied via the 
remote controller cable 15 and, based on the Supplied 
positional information, the control circuit 7 controls the 
motor drive circuit 8, thereby bending the bending portion 
5b with a bending angle based on the positional information. 
0.074 Next, operation according to the embodiment with 
the above constitution will be described referring to FIGS. 
3 and 4. 

0075 Assume that the operator bends the bending portion 
5b of the endoscope inserted portion 2. The operator bends 
the bending portion 5b by using the bending lever 13 
Standing onto the operational remote controller 11. More 
Specifically, the operator inclines the bending lever 13 in a 
direction corresponding to a direction in which the bending 
portion 5b is to be bent and inclines this inclination angle in 
accordance with the angle of bending. 
0076) The resistances of the variable resistors 18 and 19 
in the joystick 12 change by the inclining operation of the 
bending lever 13, and the J/SR/L signal and J/SU/D signal 
with a level corresponding to the inclination angle are 
supplied to the CPU 14 of the remote control circuit 21. The 
CPU 14 fetches these signals by using the A/Ds 22 and 23 
and outputs them as the positional information. 
0077. The positional information from the remote control 
circuit 21 is Supplied to the control circuit 7 in the endoscope 
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control unit 1 via the remote controller cable 15. The control 
circuit 7 controls the motor drive circuit 8 based on the 
positional information. Thus, the motor drive circuit 8 drives 
the motor 27 based on the positional information, thereby 
properly towing the wires 28 for traction. As a consequence, 
the bending portion 5b of the inserted portion 2 is bent in a 
direction and with an angle corresponding to the positional 
information. 

0078 Herein, assume that the operator does not touch the 
bending lever 13 of the joystick 12. Then, the inclination 
angle formed by the bending lever 13 of the joystick 12 
changes to the periphery of the neutral position shown in 
FIG.3 by an energizing force of a spring (not shown). In this 
case, the bending lever 13 is automatically returned to any 
position within varied range corresponding to the variation 
of the spring, etc. Incidentally, as shown in FIG. 3, an ideal 
neutral position of the bending lever 13 is the center within 
the overall operation (range of a maximum inclination angle 
formed by the bending lever 13) and the automatically 
returned position is within a range of a predetermined 
variation around the neutral position. 

0079. When it is detected based on the output of the 
joystick 12 that the bending lever 13 returns to the auto 
matically-returned position, the CPU 14 stores the positional 
information in this case in the memory 24. The CPU 14 sets 
an insensitive band within a predetermined range around the 
stored positional information. The CPU 14 determines 
whether or not voltages of the variable resistors 18 and 19 
change for Several Seconds, thereby detecting whether or not 
the bending lever 13 returns to the automatically-returned 
position. 

0080. In the present invention, the returned positional 
information is Stored in the remote control circuit 21 every 
automatic return and the insensitive band is Set within a 
predetermined range from the Stored position as center. For 
example, if the returned position is an A-position in FIG. 4, 
the CPU 14 sets an A-insensitive band shown by a curved 
arrow with the A-position as center. Also, for example, if the 
returned position is a B-position in FIG. 4, the CPU 14 sets 
a B-insensitive band shown by a curved arrow with the 
B-position as center. 

0081. The CPU 14 determines whether or not the incli 
nation of the bending lever 13 is within the insensitive range 
based on the returned position stored in the memory 24 by 
monitoring the J/SR/L signal and J/SU/D signal from the 
joystick 12. If it is determined that the inclination of the 
bending lever 13 is within the insensitive range, the CPU 14 
Stops the transmission of the positional information to the 
control circuit 7. 

0082) Now assume that the operator does not touch the 
bending lever 13 after the bending lever 13 is automatically 
returned. In this case, the inclination of the bending lever 13 
is within the range of the insensitive band. Therefore, no 
positional information is transmitted to the control circuit 7 
from the remote control circuit 21. Since the control circuit 
7 does not receive the positional information, the control 
operation is not performed in the control circuit 7 based on 
the positional information. 
0083. Herein, assume that the operator operates the bend 
ing lever 13 to bend the bending portion 5b. In this case, the 
operator inclines the bending lever 13 to exceed the Set 
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insensitive band. Then, the CPU 14 detects based on the 
received J/SR/L signal and the J/SU/D signal that the 
bending lever 13 inclines out of the range of the insensitive 
band, and the CPU 14 restarts the transmission of the 
positional information based on the J/SR/L signal and the 
J/SU/DSignal. In this case, differently from the conventional 
art, the CPU 14 does not set the wide insensitive band which 
takes the variation of the Spring, etc. into account. Therefore, 
the operator can instruct the bending by the operation 
through the lever with a relatively Small inclination angle. 
0084. As a consequence, the control circuit 7 restarts 
receiving the positional information and restarts the control 
ling an operation based on the positional information 
obtained by the control of the motor drive circuit 8, etc. 
0085. As mentioned above, in the present embodiment, 
when the operator does not operate the bending lever 13 of 
the joystick 12, the control circuit 7 does not need to control 
with the bending operation. Therefore, the control circuit 7 
can execute other processes Such as communication with the 
general PC 16 and image processing during a time for 
processing the positional information. 
0.086. In addition, differently from the case of setting the 
wide insensitive band in consideration of the variation of the 
Spring, etc. as the conventional art, the CPU 14 can narrow 
the range of the insensitive band. Consequently, the operator 
can instruct the bending by the operation through the lever 
with a fine inclination angle, thereby obtaining the operabil 
ity with high precision. 

0087. The CPU 14 resets the neutral position and the 
insensitive band by using the positional information every 
automatic return. Therefore, the bending lever 13 of the 
joystick 12 can be used within the range of the narrow 
insensitive band even if the variation of the Spring, etc. is 
wide. In the present embodiment, the operational remote 
controller for bending the bending portion 5b can use an 
inexpensive joystick with low precision for the neutral 
position Such that the automatically-returned positions are 
widely varied, thereby reducing costs. 
0088. If the bending lever 13 is within the range of the 
insensitive band, the CPU 14 does not transmit positional 
information from the joystick 12 and, thus, the CPU 14 can 
Stop the transmission and the processing circuit. In other 
words, in the present embodiment, a consumed power 
during an inoperative time of the joystick 12 can be reduced. 
0089. Incidentally, in the above embodiment, after con 
Verting the analog signal based on the operation of the 
joystick into the positional information, the operational 
remote controller outputs the positional information to the 
control circuit. However, the function for conversion into the 
positional information, etc. may be provided at the endo 
Scope control unit. More Specifically, the remote control 
circuit 21 may be provided at the endoscope control unit and 
the analog signal from the joystick may be transmitted to the 
remote control circuit. In this case, an apparatus using an 
existing joystick can be constituted. 

0090 FIGS. 5 to 7 relate to the second embodiment of the 
present invention in which FIG. 5 is an explanatory view 
showing the Overall endoscope System including an endo 
Scope apparatus according to the Second embodiment, FIG. 
6 is an explanatory view Schematically showing the consti 
tution of the joystick in an operational remote controller in 
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FIG. 5; and FIG. 7 is a flowchart for explaining operation. 
Referring to FIG. 5, the same reference numerals as those in 
FIG. 1 denote the same components in FIG. 1 and the 
description is omitted. 
0091. In the present embodiment, differently from the 

first embodiment, in place of the endoscope control unit 1, 
an endoscope control unit 45 is employed and, in place of the 
operational remote controller 11, an operational remote 
controller 41 is employed. 
0092. The endoscope control unit 45 differs from the 
endoscope control unit 1 in that a control circuit 43 and a 
motor drive circuit 44 are employed, in place of the control 
circuit 7 and the motor drive circuit 8, respectively. Also, the 
operational remote controller 41 differs from the operational 
remote controller 11 in that a joystick 31 and a CPU 42 are 
employed, in place of the joystick 12 and the CPU 14, 
respectively. 

0093 FIG. 6 shows the cross-sectional view of the 
joystick 31. The bending lever 13 is implanted to a spherical 
portion 34 rotatable in the up and down and right and left 
directions and is provided to be exposed from an upper 
surface 33 of a case of the operational remote controller 41. 
The joystick 31 comprises: a variable resistor (refer to FIG. 
2) in which a resistance changes corresponding to inclina 
tion of the bending lever 13 in the right and left direction and 
a variable resistor in which a resistance changes correspond 
ing to inclination of the bending lever 13 in the up and down 
direction. The joystick 31 outputs an analog Signal with a 
level corresponding to inclination angles in the up and down 
and right and left directions of the bending lever 13 to the 
CPU 42. The bending lever 13 is energized to be automati 
cally returned to a neutral position by a spring, etc. (not 
shown). 
0094. In the present embodiment, a tactile Switch 35 is 
provided at the lower side of the spherical portion 34 in the 
joystick 31. The spherical portion 34 is not only rotatable in 
the up and down and right and left directions but also can be 
moved in an axial direction of the bending lever 13 by 
lowering the bending lever 13 in the axial direction. 
0095 The spherical portion 34 is energized in the upper 
direction by the Spring, etc. (not shown), and is moved in the 
lower direction along the axis only when the bending lever 
13 is lowered, thereby pressing and Switching on the tactile 
Switch 35 at the bottom. Only when the spherical portion 34 
is lowered, the tactile Switch 35 outputs an on-signal to the 
CPU 42. The spherical portion 34 is energized to be auto 
matically returned to the neutral position by the Spring, etc. 
(not shown). 
0096) The CPU 42 outputs the positional information at 
levels corresponding to the inclination angles in the up and 
down and right and left directions of the bending lever 13 to 
the control circuit 43 via the remote controller cable 15, and 
also outputs the on-signal of the tactile Switch 35 to the 
control circuit 43 as a mode Switching Signal. 
0097. The control circuit 43 can control each section of 
the endoscope control unit 45, Similarly to the control circuit 
7 in FIG. 1. The control circuit 43 incorporates a system 
control microcomputer or CPU 46 for controlling the motor 
drive circuit 8 to control the bending angle of the bending 
portion 5b of the inserted portion 2 depending on the 
inclination angle of the bending lever 13. Further, in the 
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present embodiment, the CPU 46 in the control circuit 43 
can execute not only a positional control mode for control 
ling the bending angle depending on the inclination angle of 
the bending lever 13 but also a speed control mode for 
proportioning the inclination angles of the bending lever 13 
to rotational speeds of the motors 27 (refer to FIG. 2). 
Incidentally, the bending direction conforms to the inclining 
direction of the bending lever 13 in any mode. 

0098. In the present embodiment, the CPU 46 in the 
control circuit 43 Switches these modes by a Switch Signal 
based on the on-signal of the tactile Switch 35. In other 
words, when the CPU 46 in the control circuit 43 receives 
the Switch Signal in the positional control mode and when it 
is detected based on the positional information that the 
bending lever 13 is returned to the neutral position after 
receiving the Switch signal, the CPU 46 transmits a Switch 
command from the positional control mode into the Speed 
control mode to the motor drive circuit 44. When the Switch 
signal is received in the speed control mode, the CPU 46 in 
the control circuit 43 transmits a Switch command from the 
Speed control mode into the positional control mode to the 
motor drive circuit 44. 

0099. The motor drive circuit 44 incorporates a motor 
drive control microcomputer or CPU 47. The motor drive 
circuit 8 receives the mode Switch command from the 
control circuit 43 in the CPU 47. 

0100 When the mode Switching command is received, 
the CPU 47 keeps the last status in the mode and Switches 
a program to thereafter execute the mode after Switch. 

0101 For example, when the Switch command is 
received in the positional control mode, the CPU 47 keeps 
a bent State (bending angle) of the bending portion 5b and 
Simultaneously Switches an internal program to the Speed 
control mode for proportioning the inclination angle of the 
bending lever 13 to the rotational speed of the motor 27 
thereafter. 

0102 On the contrary, when the Switch command is 
received in the speed control mode, the CPU 47 thereafter 
Switches the program to the positional control mode for 
proportioning the inclination angle of the bending lever 13 
to the bending angle of endoscope. 

0103 Incidentally, it is considered that, frequently, the 
bending lever 13 is returned to the center position at the time 
of Switching from the Speed control mode to the positional 
control mode. In this case, the bent State at the time of 
Switching the mode is returned to a Straight State in the 
positional control mode. 

0104. If the speed is high when the bent state is returned 
to the Straight State, a mechanical load is increased and a 
Video image is Suddenly displayed, thereby making it diffi 
cult to grasp an observed position. Therefore, preferably, the 
return Speed to the Straight State is relatively slow. 

0105 Then, when Switching from the speed control mode 
to the positional control mode, the CPU 47 relatively 
decreases a rotational Speed of the motor 27, and slowly 
returns the bending State up to the bending angle corre 
sponding to the inclination angle of the bending lever 13 at 
the time of Straight State or mode Switching. Incidentally, the 
bending Speed can be arbitrarily Selected in this case and is 
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controlled to a proper bending Speed and, thereby, durability 
and usability can be improved. 

0106) The CPU 47 controls the speed of the motor 27 in 
the Speed control mode based on a value obtained by 
integrating the positional information (value) outputted in 
proportional to the inclination angle of the joystick. 
0107 Incidentally, the relationship between the inclina 
tion angle of the lever and the bending angle in the positional 
control mode is not necessarily proportional and the rela 
tionship between the inclination angle of the lever and the 
rotational Speed of the motor in the Speed control mode is 
not necessarily proportional. The bending angle and the 
rotational Speed may be increased and decreased by increas 
ing and decreasing the inclination angle of the lever based 
on, for example, an exponential function or another calcu 
lating formation. 
0108 Incidentally, a rotational speed V and a rotational 
angle 0, of the motor in the Speed control mode are 
expressed by the following formulations (1) and (2). 

W = K(6(t) - 60) (1) 

0109 where K is constant, t is time when the joy 
Stick is inclined, 0(t) is the inclination angle after 
time t, and 0 is the angle at the neutral position of 
the joystick. 

0110. Next, operation of the embodiment with the above 
constitution will be described referring to FIG. 7. 
0111 Herein, assume that the operator bends the bending 
portion 5b of the inserted portion 2. Incidentally, assume that 
at this point, the CPU 46 in the control circuit 43 has set the 
mode to the positional control mode. The operator inclines 
the bending lever 13 of the joystick 31 incorporated in the 
operational remote controller 41, thereby performing the 
bending operation. 

0.112. When the operator inclines the bending lever 13, a 
Signal having a level corresponding to the inclination angle 
is supplied to the CPU 42. The CPU 42 generates the 
positional information based on the input signal and trans 
mits the generated positional information to the control 
circuit 43 via the remote controller cable 15. 

0113. The CPU 46 in the control circuit 43 controls the 
motor drive circuit 44 based on the received positional 
information (step S2). Thus, the CPU 47 in the motor drive 
circuit 44 servo controls the motor 27 in accordance with the 
positional information (step S3.), and drives the motor at a 
predetermined speed for inclining the bending portion 5b 
(step S4). 
0114 Herein, assume that the operator reduces the bend 
ing Speed and, thereby, the bending angle is finely adjusted. 
In this case, the operator loweres the bending lever 13. AS a 
result of this operation, the tactile Switch 35 of the joystick 
31 is turned on, and the CPU 42 generates the Switch signal. 
The CPU 46 in the control circuit 43 receives the Switch 
Signal. 
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0115 Thus, the CPU 46 in the control circuit 43 shifts the 
process from step S1 to step S5, whereupon the CPU 46 
makes the motor drive circuit 44 keep the bent state. Further, 
when the operator returns the bending lever 13 to the neutral 
position, or the finger is apart from the bending lever and the 
bending lever is automatically returned to the neutral posi 
tion, the CPU 46 in the control circuit 43 detects that the 
bending lever 13 is located at the neutral position based on 
the positional information (step S7). The CPU 46 outputs a 
Switch command from the positional control mode into the 
speed control mode to the CPU 47 in the motor drive circuit 
44. 

0116. The CPU 47 in the motor drive circuit 44 controls 
driving of the motors 27 by the speed control mode S6 in 
which the bending Speed is controlled in accordance with the 
bending angle of the bending lever 13. When the operator 
inclines the bending lever 13 with a relatively Small angle, 
the motor drive circuit 44 servo controls the motor (step S3) 
and, thereby bending the bending portion 5b at a low Speed 
corresponding to the inclination angle of the bending lever 
13 (step S4). Thus, the operator can finely adjust the bending 
angle of the bending portion 5b. 

0117 Next, assume that the operator lowers the bending 
lever 31 in the axial direction to return the mode to the 
original positional control mode. Then, the tactile switch 35 
is turned on, whereupon the CPU 46 in the control circuit 43 
receives the Switch Signal. The control circuit 43 outputs a 
Switch command from the Speed control mode into the 
positional control mode to the motor drive circuit 44. 
0118. The motor drive circuit 44 slowly changes bending 
angle of the bending portion 5b up to the bending angle 
corresponding to the inclination angle of the bending lever 
13 at the time of outputting the Switch command. According 
to a general using method, it is considered that at the 
Switching time into the positional control mode, the bending 
lever 13 is located almost at the neutral position by energi 
zation of the spring. Therefore, the motor drive circuit 44 
slowly returns the bending portion 5b to the straight state. 
0119 When the bending angle of the bending portion 5b 
changes up to the angle corresponding to the inclination 
angle of the lever 13 at the time of outputting the Switch 
command, the CPU 46 in the control circuit 43 thereafter 
performs the positional control to bend the bending portion 
5b to correspond to the inclined position of the bending lever 
13 at a normal Speed. 
0120 AS mentioned above, in the present embodiment, 
with simple operation, the operator can arbitrarily Switch, 
the positional control method whereby the operator can 
easily grasp the actual bending angle and the Speed control 
method whereby the fine adjustment is possible and the 
operator can arbitrarily change the bending Speed, thereby 
using the Switched method. 
0121 Incidentally, in the second embodiment, the CPU 
46 in the control circuit 43 determines that the bending lever 
returns to the neutral position. After returning the bending 
lever to the neutral position, the CPU 46 transmits the Switch 
command to the CPU 47 in the motor drive circuit 44. In 
contrast, the CPU 47 in the motor drive circuit 44 may 
determine that the bending lever returns to the neutral 
position. More specifically, in this case, the CPU 46 in the 
control circuit 43 Supplies the Switch command and infor 
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mation corresponding to the inclination angle of the bending 
lever to the CPU 47 in the motor drive circuit 44. After it is 
detected that the bending lever is returned to the neutral 
position, the CPU 47 Switches the mode. 
0.122 FIG. 8 is a flowchart showing operational flow 
used into the third embodiment of the present invention. 
Referring to FIG. 8, the same reference numerals as those in 
FIG. 7 denote the same processing routine in FIG. 7 and the 
description is omitted. 
0123 The configuration of a hardware in the present 
embodiment is similar to that of the second embodiment. 

0.124. In the present embodiment, at the time of Switching 
from the positional control mode into the Speed control 
mode, even if the bending lever is not returned to the neutral 
position, the mode shifts. 
0125) The operational flow in FIG. 8 differs from that in 
FIG. 7 in that step S8 is added whereupon it is determined 
whether or not a predetermined time passes after lowering 
the bending lever 13 in the axial direction. 
0.126 In the present embodiment, with the above-men 
tioned constitution, after the operator lowers the bending 
lever 13 in the axial direction, when the bending lever 13 is 
not returned to the center position after the predetermined 
time fixed on the program passes, the CPU 46 in the control 
circuit 43 detects that the predetermined time passes in Step 
S8. Then, the CPU 46 in the control circuit 43 automatically 
outputs the Switch command from the positional control 
mode into the speed control mode. 
0127. Therefore, in the present embodiment, when the 
bending direction of the bending portion 5b at the time of 
Switching the mode coincides with the bending direction of 
the bending portion 5b after Switching the mode, Smooth 
bending operation becomes possible at the time of Switching 
the control mode. 

0128. As mentioned above, in the present embodiment, in 
the cases of continuously observing one direction, etc., the 
control modes can be Switched Smoothly and continuously. 
Also, the processing routine can be simplified. 
0129 FIG. 9 is a block diagram showing the fourth 
embodiment of the present invention. Referring to FIG. 9, 
the same reference numerals as those in FIG. 5 denote the 
same components in FIG. 5 and the description is omitted. 
Differently from the second and third embodiments, in the 
present embodiment, the operator can recognize a locked 
State of bending. 

0.130. An endoscope control unit 51 has a constitution 
almost similar to that of the endoscope control unit 45 in 
FIG. 5, excluding a point that a display function for indi 
cating the locked Stage of bending is added. More specifi 
cally, a bending drive device 68 corresponds to the motor 27 
and the wires 28 for traction in FIG. 2 and drives the 
bending of the bending portion 5b of the inserted portion 2. 
Abending control Substrate 66 has a function corresponding 
to the motor drive circuit 44 in FIG. 5 and controls the 
bending drive device 68 based on the operation of the 
operational remote controller 41 while Switching the posi 
tional control mode and the Speed control mode. 
0131 A CCU 67 has a constitution similar to that of the 
CCU 6 in FIG. 5. A system control microcomputer 61 has 
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an equivalent function to that of the control circuit 43 in 
FIG. 5. The system control microcomputer 61 comprises: 
the CPU 62; a ROM 63; an image generating device 64; and 
a Superimposing device 65. 
0132) The ROM 63 stores therein an operational program 
of the CPU 62. The CPU 62 has an equivalent function to 
that of the CPU 46 in the control circuit 43 in FIG. 5. 
Information indicating that a State shifts to the locked State 
of bending is Supplied in response to the Switch command 
from the bending control Substrate 66. The CPU 62 outputs 
a display command based on the information to the image 
generating device 64. When inputting the display command 
accompanied by the locked State of bending, the image 
generating device 64 generates display data of display 
(character or graphic) indicating the lock against bending for 
Supplying the generated data to the Superimposing device 
65. 

0133. The Superimposing device 65 Superimposes the 
display data from the image generating device 64 to an 
image formed in the CCU 67 for outputting the Superim 
posed data to the monitor 9. 
0134. In the present embodiment, with the above-men 
tioned constitution, Similarly to those in the Second and third 
embodiment, when the operator lowers the bending lever 13 
in the operational remote controller 41, the tactile Switch 
(refer to FIG. 6) is turned on whereupon the switch signal 
is supplied to the CPU 62. When the Switch signal is 
received, the CPU 62 outputs a switch command for Switch 
ing the mode to the bending control Substrate 66. 
0135) In association with the Switching of the mode, the 
bending control Substrate 66 controls the bending drive 
device 68, thereby locking the bent state of the bending 
portion 5b (locking the bending). In the present embodi 
ment, the bending control Substrate 66 Supplies the infor 
mation indicating that a State shifts to the locked State of the 
bending to the CPU 62 in the system control microcomputer 
61. 

0.136 Thus, the CPU 62 outputs the display command to 
the image generating device 64. The image generating 
device 64 generates the display data indicating the lock 
against bending for Supplying the generated data to the 
Superimposing device 65. The Superimposing device 65 
Superimposes the display data indicating the locking against 
bending to the image from the CCU 67 for outputting the 
Superimposed data to the monitor 9. 
0.137 AS mentioned above, a display 69 indicating the 
lock against bending displays the Superimposed image onto 
a display screen of the monitor 9. When the bending control 
substrate 66 cancels the lock against the bending, the CPU 
62 executes an instruction for Stopping an output of the 
display data on the image generating device 64. Thus, the 
display 69 indicating the lock against bending is erased from 
the display screen in the monitor 9. 
0.138. As described above, in the present embodiment, 
display indicating the locked State of the bending can be 
displayed on the monitor and the operator can easily confirm 
the locked State of the bending. The display indicating the 
locked State of the bending is Superimposed onto the image 
from the CCU 67. The operator can easily confirm the 
locked State of the bending without taking his eyes off the 
endoscope image. 
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0.139 Incidentally, the present embodiment shows an 
example in which the bending control Substrate 66 outputs 
a signal indicating the completion of locking operation of 
bending to the CPU 62 and, thereby, the CPU 62 executes 
the display instruction. However, the completion of locking 
operation of bending is determined by the System control 
microcomputer 61 and then the display instruction may be 
executed. 

0140 FIGS. 10 to 23 relate to the fifth embodiment of the 
present invention in which FIG. 10 is an overall constitution 
diagram showing the overall constitution of an endoscope 
apparatus according to the fifth embodiment of the present 
invention; FIG. 11 is an explanatory view of the structure of 
a drum in FIG. 10; FIG. 12 is an explanatory view showing 
the structure of a motor drive in FIG. 11; FIG. 13 is a front 
View showing an operational remote controller according to 
the fifth embodiment of the present invention; FIG. 14 is a 
back view showing the operational remote controller; FIG. 
15 is a side view showing the operational remote controller; 
FIG. 16 is an upper end view showing an upper end of the 
operational remote controller; FIG. 17 is a lower end view 
showing a lower end of the operational remote controller; 
FIG. 18 is a cross-sectional view showing the operational 
remote controller; FIG. 19 is an explanatory view showing 
various structures of a bending lever; FIG. 20 is a consti 
tutional cross-sectional view showing the constitution of a 
slide Switch of the operational remote controller; FIG. 21 is 
an explanatory view showing the Structure of a microphone 
of the operational remote controller; FIG.22 is an explana 
tory view showing the relationship between a connector for 
LCD and a cable in the operational remote controller; and 
FIG. 23 is a block diagram showing the relationship 
between the operational remote controller and an endoscope 
main body. 
0.141. In the present fifth embodiment, in addition to a 
joystick almost Similar to the joysticks described in the 
above first to fourth embodiments, an endoscope having an 
operational remote controller (operational remote controller 
for endoscope) which is provided with key switches for 
various operations will be described. 
0142. As shown in FIG. 10, an endoscope apparatus 101 
according to the present fifth embodiment having an endo 
Scope main body 104 comprising a long inserted portion 102 
and a drum unit 103 winding and accommodating the 
inserted portion 102. A monitor 105 is connected to the drum 
unit 103 in the endoscope main body 104. Further, an 
operational remote controller 106 is connected to the drum 
unit 103 in the endoscope main body 104. 
0.143 An adapter 107 as an end having image pickup 
means and illuminating means (both not shown) can be 
detachably attached to the inserted portion 102. The adapter 
107 comprises a plurality of types of an adapter 107a and an 
adapter 107b capable converting an angle of field of view 
and a direction of field of view. A bending portion 108 
capable of bending is provided at a base-end Side of the 
adapter 107 and can be bent by operation from the endo 
scope main body 104 side. 
0144) The drum unit 103 comprises a drum 109 and a bed 
110 which rotatably supports the drum 109 in the axial 
direction. The inserted portion 102 can be wound to the 
drum 109. The drum 109 incorporates parts constituting a 
Signal processing unit. The operational remote controller 
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106 is detachably connected to the drum 109 via a connector 
111. The monitor 105 is detachably connected to the drum 
109 via the connector 111. The signal processing unit, etc. in 
the drum 109 Supply a video signal and a power to the 
monitor 105. 

0145 Next, the detail of the drum unit 103 will be 
described referring to FIG. 11. 
0146 The drum 109 has therein: a light source device 113 
for Supplying illumination light to an optical fiber bundle 
112, which is illuminating means; and a motor drive unit 115 
having two motorS 114 for towing a wire to operate the 
bending portion 108. The drum 109 also incorporates a 
central substrate 116 having a control function for control 
ling the motor drive unit 115, a signal processing function 
for converting an image photographed by the image pickup 
means into a Video signal to generate the Video Signal and for 
recording imageS Such as a still image and a live image 
based on the Video signal, and a function for controlling the 
operations of the respective functions. The monitor 105 are 
electrically connected to the operational remote controller 
106 in the central Substrate 116. The base-end side of the 
inserted portion 102 is fixed to the motor drive unit 115. The 
inserted portion 102 is extended from an inserted opening. 
119 pierced to a cylindrical body 118 Sandwiched between 
two side plates 117 of the drum 109. 
0147 Next, the detail of the motor drive unit 115 will be 
described referring to FIG. 12. 
0.148. The motor drive unit 115 comprises: a supporting 
plate 120 for fixing the base-end side of the inserted portion 
102 and Supporting a motor (not shown); two sprockets 122 
fixed to an output shaft 121 of the motor; two chains 123 
which is engaged with the Sprockets 122 and change rotating 
movement of the SprocketS 122 into advancing and retract 
ing movement; a plurality of wires 124 in which one end of 
each of which is fixed to the end of the chain 123 and the 
other end of each of which is fixed to the bending portion 
108; and a plurality of coil sheaths 125 for protecting the 
wires 124. 

0149 Incidentally, the plurality of wires 124 are four 
wires, which are the same as the number of ends of the 
chains 123. 

0150. Next, the detail of the operational remote controller 
106 will be described. 

0151. As shown in FIGS. 13 to 18, the operational remote 
controller 106 comprises a case 106a which has a volume 
capable of being held by an upper cover 126 made of a resin 
having high crashworthiness and a lower cover 127 made of 
the same resin. A plurality of Switches (which will be 
described in detail) for remotely operating the endoscope 
apparatus 101 are placed distributively on the front surface 
and the back Surface of the case 106a. 

0152. In the case 106a, a convex portion 130 is formed at 
the back Surface Side in the lower end and a stepped portion 
135 is formed at the front surface side in the upper end. A 
projection 131 is formed to the stepped portion 135. The 
convex portion 130 is provided so that the back Surface of 
the convex portion 130 becomes almost plane as represented 
by a broken line shown in FIG. 15. Further, the plurality of 
switches (which will be described in detail) provided at the 
front Surface Side of the case 106a are placed in a range 
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shown by a dashed line connecting the projection 131 and 
the lower end. Thus, even if the front Surface side is directed 
underneath and is placed on a desk, etc., the operational 
remote controller 106 erroneously does not operate if erro 
neously pressing the Switches and the Switches can be 
protected if the operational remote controller 106 is wrongly 
fallen. Also, Since the upper cover 126 and the lower cover 
127 are made of the resin having the high crashworthiness, 
the operational remote controller 106 is not broken if it is 
wrongly fallen. 
0153. The front surface side of the operational remote 
controller 106 will be described mainly referring to FIGS. 
13, 15, 17, and 18. 
0154) In order to enable the use of the operational remote 
controller 106 by grasping it by either of the right and left 
hands, on the front Surface of the operational remote con 
troller 106, a bending lever 128 of the joystick 145 is placed 
at a slightly upper side from the center on the front Surface, 
an instructing lever 129 is placed at the center on the front 
Surface, a recording button 138a is placed at the lower Side 
of the instructing lever 129, further, a call button 138b is 
placed at the lower side of the recording button 138a, and a 
power source button 139 is placed at the lower side of the 
call button 138b, each of which is placed on the central axis 
of the upper cover 126. 
O155 Also, on the surface of the operational remote 
controller 106, a brightness button 132a and menu button 
132b are placed at the right and left of the central axis of the 
upper cover 126 at the upper side of the bending lever 128. 
The bending lever 128 is placed at a position where it is 
easily operated by the thumb. Also, each lever and other 
buttons are placed within a range in which the thumb reaches 
them. 

0156 A center button 136 for operating the bending 
portion 108 to be straight-shaped is provided near the 
bending lever 128 on the surface of the upper cover 126. The 
centerbutton 136 is provided to be slightly concaver than the 
Surface of the upper cover 126 So as not to touch the center 
button 136 erroneously at the time of operating the bending 
lever 128. 

O157 The brightness button 132a is a button for adjusting 
the brightness of a photographed image. The menu button 
132b is a button for displaying or non-displaying the menu. 
When the operator lowers the menu button 132b, menus are 
overlappingly displayed on an observed Screen displayed on 
the monitor 105. Among the menus displayed on the monitor 
105, when the operator changes the brightness and enhance 
ment of the image, the observed Screen displayed on the 
monitor 105 corresponding to the changes is changed cor 
responding to the operation. 
0158. The instructing lever 129 can Switch menu modes. 
For example, the operator pushes down in Vertical and 
horizontal directions and, thereby, an item in the menu can 
be selected. Also, the operator pushes the instructing lever 
129 and, thereby, the item in the menu can be determined. 
Incidentally, the instructing lever 129 functions as a Switch 
for Selecting the menus when the menus are displayed. By 
pushing down in the vertical and horizontal directions or 
askew direction when the observed image is displayed on 
the monitor 105, the instructing lever 129 can cause the 
Screen to be panned or tilted (can Select a portion where a 
Zoom screen is to be displayed on the monitor 105). 
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0159. The bending lever 128 is a lever for bending the 
bending portion 108. When the bending lever 128 is lowered 
in the axial direction, the bending portion 108 changes to the 
locked State, thereby Switching the mode as mentioned in the 
first to fourth embodiments. 

0160 The recording button 138a is a button for recording 
a still image or a live image. The operation of the recording 
button 138a enables an instruction for recording the still 
image when a freeze Screen is displayed on the monitor 105, 
and also enables an instruction for recording the live image 
when the observed screen is displayed on the monitor 105. 
0.161 The call button 138b is a button for instructing a 
call of a recorded image. The operation of the call button 
138b enables a thumbnail image to be displayed. The power 
Source button 139 is a button having a function for turning 
on/off the overall power source. 
0162. On the stepped portion 135 at the upper side of the 
upper cover 126, a plurality of microphone holes 133 for 
inputting an audio Sound and an indicator 134 for displaying 
the turn-on the power Source are placed. 
0163 At the lower side of a held portion 140 in the 
operational remote controller 106, a connector for LCD 141 
which connects external equipment other than the LCD 
monitor and a soft cable 142 which is connected to a 
connector 111 connected to the endoscope main body 104 
are provided. 
0164. The stepped portion 135 is stepped against the held 
portion 140 with a height to prevent erroneous operation of 
the brightness button 132a and the menu button 132b at the 
time of operating the bending lever 128. By arranging the 
brightness button 132a and the menu button 132b which are 
frequently used on the stepped portion 135, the usability of 
the operational remote controller 106 is improved. Also, by 
arranging the brightness button 132a and the menu button 
132b on arc centered the center position of the instructing 
lever 129, the operational remote controller 106 is easily 
operated by the holding thumb. 
0.165 Sequentially, the back Surface side of the opera 
tional remote controller 106 will be described mainly refer 
ring to FIGS. 14, 15, 16, and 18. 
0166 The lower cover 127 on the back surface of the 
operational remote controller 106 is constituted in a shape 
enabling the holding by either of right and left hands. At the 
upper side of the lower cover 127, a hanger 143 and a slide 
Switch 144 capable of the holding by either of right or left 
hand are arranged on the central axis of the lower cover 127. 
0167 The hanger 143 is used when the operational 
remote; controller 106 is hung on a hooked member (not 
shown). Since the hanger 143 is provided at a balanced 
place, the operational remote controller 106 is Straight hung 
down without inclination even if it is hung on the hooked 
member. 

0168 The slide Switch 144 is a Switch for inputting an 
instruction for adjusting magnification of the observed 
image, thereby enabling left-inclination operation or right 
inclination operation. Operation of the slide switch 144 
enables output of an instruction for continuous enlarging or 
reducing the observed image displayed on the monitor 105. 
The central substrate 116 displays a slide bar on the observed 
Screen of the monitor 105 in accordance with the instruction 
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from the slide Switch 144, thereby displaying a Zoom ratio. 
On the other hand, if no operational instruction is outputted 
from the slide Switch 144, the central Substrate 116 does not 
enable the slide bar to be displayed on the observed screen 
of the monitor 105. 

0169. The overall constitution of the operational remote 
controller 106 will be described referring to the drawings. 

0170 As shown in FIG. 15, the bending lever 128 placed 
at the front Surface side of the case 106a and the slide Switch 
144 placed at the back Surface side of the case 106a are 
arranged at positions where it is most operable by the thumb 
and the forefinger, respectively. The bending lever 128 is 
higher than the instructing lever 129 when viewed from the 
lower side of the case 106a, and the bending lever 128 is 
provided at the most operable position. 

0171 Further, the upper end of the bending lever 128 
differs from that of the instructing lever 129 in shape, as 
shown in FIGS. 15 and 18. The bending lever 128 is 
concave-shaped to easily hang the finger. The upper end of 
the instructing lever 129 is spherical-shaped. 

0172 Incidentally, the upper-end shapes of the levers can 
be varied to match with various operations, for example, a 
touch portion La is spherical as shown in FIG. 19(a); a touch 
portion Lb is columnar as shown in FIG. 19(b); a touch 
portion Lc is cone-shaped as shown in FIG. 19(c); and a 
touch portion Ld is formed by piling up discs, thus being 
triangular-shaped with a step when Viewed from the Side 
surface as shown in FIG. 19(d). 
0173 The connector 141 for LCD and the cable 142 are 
horizontally aligned as shown in FIG. 17. A cable connected 
to the connector 141 for LCD (not shown) and the cable 142 
are extended in the Same direction. Therefore, it is not 
impeditive for each cable. Of course, as shown in FIG. 24, 
which will be described hereinafter, when both cables exist, 
these cables are bound by a binding member 220 and, 
thereby, it is more user-friendly. 

0.174 Next, the interior of the operational remote con 
troller 106 will be described mainly referring to FIG. 18. 

0.175. As mentioned above, the case 106a of the opera 
tional remote controller 106 comprises the upper cover 126 
and the lower cover 127. The case 106a contains: the menu 
button 132b; the indicator 134; the recording button 138a; 
the call button 138b; the power source button 139; the 
joystick 145; a plurality of tactile Switches 147; an instruct 
ing Switch 148; a lever Switch 150; a lever Switch substrate 
151; an LED 152; an LED substrate 153; a relay substrate 
154; a Switch substrate 155; a signal line 156; and a 
connector 157 for substrate. The cable 142 is pull out from 
the case 106a. 

0176 Further, the slide Switch 144 comprises a rubber 
cover 149 made of a Soft rubber material and the lever 
switch 150. The rubber cover 149 has flexibility without 
interference with the operation of the lever Switch 150 and 
prevents ingreSS of waterdrop and dust in the case 106a. 
Further, the lever Switch 150 can be inclined at the right and 
left as shown by an arrow J in FIG. 20, and can be lowered 
in the axial direction-as shown by an arrow K in FIG. 20, 
that is, it is a Switch capable of outputting Signals corre 
sponding to various operations. 
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0177. As shown in FIG. 20, the lever switch 150 incor 
porates a lever portion 161. The lever portion 161 is 
assembled to one part in the rubber cover 149. A buckled 
portion 162 is provided to the rubber cover 149 to improve 
the operability. 
0.178 A Switch opening 159 is penetrated in an area to 
which the bending lever 128 of the upper cover 126 is 
placed. A rubber boot 160 is placed to the Switch opening 
159. The rubber boot 160 has flexibility without interference 
with the bending operation of the bending lever 128 and 
prevents ingreSS of waterdrop and dust in the case 106a. 
0179 The joystick 145 is an input device for outputting 
an analog signal corresponding to an angle of the bending 
lever 128. When the bending lever 128 is lowered in the 
axial direction, the joystick 145 also outputs an on-signal 
through the tactile Switch 147. More specifically, the joy 
Stick 145 is an analog typed joystick by which an output 
Signal is varied corresponding to a Slant angle of an opera 
tional shaft 145a. When the operational shaft 145a is low 
ered in the axial direction, the tactile Switch 147 for gener 
ating a signal is provided to the joystick 145. In place of the 
analog joystick, a digital joystick comprising an operational 
shaft and an on/off Switch provided corresponding to a 
direction in which the operational shaft is Slanted may be 
constituted. When the operational Shaft has the Slant angle, 
the digital joystick can output the on-signal corresponding to 
the direction in which the lever is Slanted among four 
directions of X- and Y-directions. 

0180 Incidentally, the joystick 145 is automatically 
returned to the periphery of a predetermined neutral position 
by an energizing force of a spring, etc. (not shown), Similarly 
to a manner described in the first to fourth embodiments. The 
control similar to that in the description of the first to fourth 
embodiments is performed. 
0181. When the instructing lever 129 is lowered in the 
axial direction, the instructing Switch 148 outputs another 
independent on-signal. 
0182. By pressing the recording button 138a, the call 
button 138b, the power source button 139, the menu button 
132b, and the brightness button 132a (not shown), the tactile 
Switch 147 of each of the buttons can output the on-signal. 
0183) The lever switch 150 is mounted to the lever switch 
Substrate 151. The LED 152 and the tactile Switches 147 
corresponding to the brightness button 132a and the menu 
button 132b are mounted to the LED Substrate 153. The 
connector 157 for Substrate is mounted to the relay substrate 
154. The connector 157 for Substrate is connected to the 
signal line 156 of the cable 142. The respective tactile 
Switches 147 corresponding to the recording button 138a, 
the call button 138b, and the power source button 139 are 
placed to the Switch substrate 155. The lever Switch Sub 
strate 151, the LED Substrate 153, and the Switch Substrate 
155 are electrically connected to the relay Substrate 154 via 
an FFC cable, etc. 
0184. A frame 158 is bent-shaped to attach parts having 
different heights. The joystick 145, the relay substrate 154, 
the Switch Substrate 155, and the cable 142 are attached to 
the frame 158. The frame 158 is fixed to the upper cover 126, 
thereby receiving a thrust force at the time of operating the 
recording button 138a, the call button 138b, the power 
Source button 139, the joystick 145, and the instructing 
Switch 148. 
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0185. As shown in FIG. 18, the recording button 138a 
and the call button 138b are arranged on the almost same 
surface as the front surface of the held portion 140 to prevent 
erroneous pressing. The power Source button 139 is pro 
vided slightly lower than the front Surface of the held portion 
140 to prevent the erroneous pressing as shown in FIG. 18. 

0186 A sealing structure that an elastic member to pre 
vent the ingreSS of the waterdrop and dust is partly pressed 
is formed at all buttons provided to the surface of the case 
106a and the respective openings provided to place the 
connector 141 for LCD and the cable 142. Similarly, the 
elastic member is pressed to a Seam between the upper cover 
126 and the lower cover 127, thereby preventing the ingress 
of the waterdrop and dust. 

0187. The indicator 134 is made of a light-transmittable 
lacteous resin and has a structure as shown in FIG. 18. The 
indicator 134 is located at the position opposed to the LED 
152. Incidentally, as the LED 152, for example, a green 
luminant is used. In the case 106a, the convex portion 130 
and the stepped portion 135 form an internal space which 
functions as a type of bumper. Only the above-mentioned 
member is arranged in the case 106a and the case 106a has 
a light weight. 

0188 As shown in FIG. 21, the microphone holes 133 
are provided for the stepped portion 135 in the case 106a. A 
microphone 164 is disposed at the position corresponding to 
the microphone holes 133. The microphone 134 is electri 
cally connected to the LED substrate 153 via a lead wire. In 
the microphone holes 133, a film 165 for transmitting a 
Sound and preventing the ingreSS of liquid, dust, etc. is 
provided at the interior side of the case 106a. 

0189 An example in which an LCD monitor 167 is 
connected via the connector 141 for LCD in the operational 
remote controller 106 will be described referring to FIG.22. 

0190. The signal line 156 of the cable 142 is connected to 
the connector 157 for substrate, and a part of the signal line 
156 is connected to the connector 141 for LCD. Through the 
connector 141 for LCD, a power, a vide Signal, and an audio 
Signal are Supplied from the endoscope main body 104. 

0191). The LCD monitor 167 is connected to the endo 
scope main body 104 by insert-connecting a connector 169 
provided for the tip of the cable 168 to the connector 141 for 
LCD. Thus, the power is supplied to the LCD monitor 167 
and also the Video signal and the audio signal are Supplied, 
thereby displaying a desired observed image and outputting 
an audio Sound. Incidentally, in place of the LCD monitor 
167, a face mounted display FMD (or called an HMD (Head 
Mounted Display)) may be employed. 

0.192 Next, the relationship among the monitor 105, the 
operational remote controller 106, and the endoscope main 
body 104 will be described referring to FIG. 23. 

0193 The relay substrate 154 is arranged in the opera 
tional remote controller 106. The joystick 145, the tactile 
Switches 147, the instructing Switch 148, and other parts are 
connected to the relay substrate 154. The relay substrate 154 
has: an A/D converter; and a CPU to control the joystick 145 
similarly to the control in the description in the first to fourth 
embodiments and for various calculating processes; and an 
audio amplifier, which are not shown. As shown in FIGS. 11 
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and 12, the relay substrate 154 is connected to the central 
substrate 116 provided in the drum 109 via the cable 142. 
0194 As shown in FIG. 12, in the drum 109, the central 
substrate 116 is electrically connected to motors 114 in the 
motor drive unit 115. The monitor 105 is connected to 
central Substrate 116 via the cable. The connector 141 for 
LCD is connected to the central Substrate 116 via the cable 
142. The central substrate 116 receives a signal from the 
image pickup means at the tip of the inserted portion 102 and 
Signal-processes the received signal to Supply a Video signal 
to the monitor 105. The central Substrate 116 fetches various 
instructing Signals from the relay Substrate 154, then, the 
motors 114 in the motor drive unit 115 is subjected to control 
similar to that in the first to fourth embodiments, and the 
central Substrate 116 controls various functions of the endo 
Scope apparatuS 101. 
0.195 Function of the endoscope apparatus 101 and the 
operational remote controller 106 having the above consti 
tution will be described. 

0196) The power source button 139 is pressed, thereby 
turning on the power Source, then, a power is Supplied to 
each portion from the power Source (not shown), thereby 
lighting on the LED 152. The indicator 134 as a pilot lump 
is green lit on. 
0197). After the operator confirms the above operation, he 
pulls out the inserted portion 102 which winds to the drum 
109. The operator photographs an observed target by using 
the image pickup means provided for the end of the inserted 
portion while one-hand holding the inserted portion 102 and 
Viewing the front of the observed target by using illuminat 
ing means provided for the end of the inserted portion. Then, 
the image of the observed target is displayed on the monitor 
105. In this case, the operator changes from the adapter 107a 
to the adapter 107b if required, and observes the target by 
changing a direction of a field of view and an angle of filed 
of view. 

0198 Next, an operating method of each operating means 
will be described. 

0199 (Holding Operation of the Held Portion 140) 
0200. As shown in FIGS. 13 and 14, the operator one 
handed holds the held portion 140 of the case 106a in the 
operational remote controller 106. The operator places his 
thumb of his hand grasping the grasped portion 140 to the 
bending lever 128 and also places the forefinger of his hand 
grasping the grasped portion 140 to the Slide Switch 144. 
0201 (Operation of the Bending Lever 128) 
0202) The operator keeps the held state of the operational 
remote controller 106 while observing the monitor 105, and 
inclines the bending lever 128 in a direction to be observed 
in the screen displayed on the monitor 105. Then, the 
joystick 145 is moved corresponding to an amount of 
operation of the bending lever 128, and outputs a signal 
indicating the amount of movement in the X- and Y-direc 
tions corresponding to the amount of operation. The Signal 
indicating the amount of movement in the X- and Y-direc 
tions is changed into a rotational direction control Signal of 
the motors in the relay substrate 154 and is supplied to the 
central Substrate 116. A predetermined amount of power is 
supplied to the motors 114 of the motor drive unit 115 in the 
central Substrate 154 based on the rotational direction con 
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trol signal. Thus, the motors 114 rotate and tow the wire 124. 
The bending portion 108 is bent in the operated direction. 
0203 (Operation for Pressing the Bending Lever 128 in 
the Axial Direction) 
0204. When the operator desires the bending to be fixed, 
he presses the bending lever 128 in the axial direction. Then, 
a signal is outputted from the tactile Switch 147 in the 
joystick 145 and passes from the relay Substrate 154, 
through the wire 124 and the central substrate 116, where 
upon the motor drive unit 115 fixes the bending operation. 
In this case, when adjusting the bending angle, a function to 
be operated may be assigned to the tactile Switch 147 in the 
joystick 145. For example, when the bending portion 108 is 
in a desired bent State and the operator Simultaneously 
assigns a function for fixing the bent State to the tactile 
Switch 147 in the joystick 145, he can operate the bending 
lever 128 without unhanding the bending lever 128 from his 
thumb. Also, when the operator assigns a mode Switching 
function to the tactile switch 147 in the joystick 145, in the 
positional control mode, he can operate for Switching the 
mode from the positional control mode to the Speed control 
mode without unhanding the bending lever 128 from his 
thumb. 

0205 (Operation of the Slide Switch 144) 
0206. The operator can operate the slide Switch 144 
through three operations of left inclination, right inclination, 
and pressing of the center by using his forefinger while 
holding the held portion 140 in the operational remote 
controller 106. Then, a signal is transmitted to the central 
substrate 116 via the relay substrate 154, similarly to the 
operation of the bending lever 128. AS a consequence, the 
operator can operate the functions of the endoscope appa 
ratus 101. For example, by pressing the center of the slide 
Switch 144, the operator assigns a function for obtaining a 
Still image to the Slide Switch 144. Also, by pressing a 
portion of the left inclination, the operator assigns a function 
for enlarging the observed image during observation to the 
slide Switch 144. Further, by pressing a portion of the right 
inclination, the operator assigns a function for reducing the 
observed image to the slide Switch 144. When assigning the 
functions to the slide Switch 144 as mentioned above, fast 
operation is possible while holding the held portion 140. 
Therefore, the usability is improved. 

0207 (Operation of the Center Button 136) 
0208. The operator can operate the center button 136 by 
moving his thumb while holding the held portion 140 of the 
case 106a in the operational remote controller 106. The 
above operation is performed, whereupon the tactile Switch 
147 operates, thereby Supplying a signal to the central 
substrate 116 from the relay substrate 154. Thus, the central 
Substrate 116 rotates the motors 114 in the motor drive unit 
115, then, tows the wire 124, and the bending portion 108 
becomes Straight. When an image other than the center of the 
image is displayed, the image in the center of the image is 
displayed on the monitor 105. 
0209 (Operation of the Brightness Button 132a and the 
Menu. Button 132b) 
0210. The operator presses the brightness button 132a or 
menu button 132b by unhanding and moving his thumb from 
the bending lever 128 while holding the held portion 140 of 
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the case 106a in the operational remote controller 106. 
When pressing the brightness button 132a, an instructing 
signal outputted from the tactile switch 147 is inputted to the 
central Substrate 116 via the relay substrate 154. Thus, the 
central Substrate 116 brightens or darkens the Video signal. 
When pressing the menu button 132b, an instructing Signal 
outputted from the tactile Switch 147 is inputted to the 
central Substrate 116 via the relay substrate 154. Thus, the 
menu is displayed on the observed image displayed on the 
monitor 105. Incidentally, when the menu is displayed, the 
brightness button 132a may function as a button for return 
ing a layer of the menu to a one-previous menu. 
0211 (Operation of the Instructing Lever 129) 
0212. The operator performs the following operation by 
moving only his thumb from the bending lever 128 to the 
instructing lever 129 while holding the held portion 140 of 
the case 106a in the operational remote controller 106. First, 
when the operator inclines the instructing lever 129 verti 
cally and horizontally, the instructing Switch 148 operates 
corresponding to the inclination, thereby outputting the 
instructing Signal corresponding to this operation. The 
instructing Signal generated by the instructing Switch 148 is 
supplied to the central Substrate 116 via the relay substrate 
154. The central Substrate 116 selects an item of the menu 
based on the instructing Signal. By lowering the instructing 
lever 129 in the axial direction, the instructing Switch 148 
outputs an on-signal in accordance with this operation. The 
on-signal is Supplied to the central Substrate 116 from the 
relay substrate 154. The central Substrate 116 determines the 
menu by inputting the on-signal. 
0213 When a cursor is displayed on the screen of the 
monitor 105, the cursor may be moved by the signal from the 
instructing Switch 148 which is caused by operation of the 
instructing lever 129. Also, the operation for pressing the 
instructing lever 129 in the axial direction may be used as a 
function of the menu button 132b. Then, operation for all 
menus can be performed by the Single instructing lever 129. 
0214 (Operation of the Recording Button 138a and the 
Call Button 138b) 
0215. The operator moves his thumb from the bending 
lever 128 to the recording button 138a or call button 138b 
while holding the held portion 140 of the case 106a in the 
operational remote controller 106. Herein, the operator 
presses the recording button 138a and, thereby, the corre 
sponding tactile Switch 147 operates. Then, an instructing 
signal outputted from the tactile Switch 147 is supplied to the 
central substrate 116 via the relay Substrate 154. When the 
freeze screen is displayed on the monitor 105, the central 
substrate 116 allows the still image to be recorded, and when 
the observed screen is displayed on the monitor 105, the 
central substrate 116 allows the live image to be recorded. 
0216) The operator presses the call button 138b and, 
thereby, the corresponding tactile Switch 147 operates. Then, 
an instructing Signal outputted from the tactile Switch 147 is 
supplied to the central Substrate 116 via the relay substrate 
154. The central substrate 116 allows the recorded image to 
be called. 

0217. Since the recording button 138a and the call button 
138b are located near the instructing lever 129, the usability 
is improved by assigning an associated function to the 
instructing lever 129. 
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0218. Although the specific functions are assigned to the 
respective levers and respective Switches, the present inven 
tion is not limited to the above description. Another function 
may be assigned So as to reduce the number of jobs or errors. 
0219. As mentioned above, the following advantages are 
obtained according the embodiments of the present inven 
tion. 

0220 (i) According to the embodiments of the present 
invention, an important Switch or lever is placed Symmetri 
cally and, therefore, the usability is excellent if using the 
Switch or lever by either of right and left hands. 
0221 (ii) According to the embodiments of the present 
invention, a heavy Subject Such as a motor is not placed in 
the case 106a in the operational remote controller 106 and, 
therefore, the Size is reduced and the weight is also reduced. 
0222 (iii) According to the embodiments of the present 
invention, all switches can be operated by the thumb and the 
forefinger of one hand and, therefore, operation necessary 
for observation and inspection by the endoscope apparatus 
101 is usable. 

0223 (iv) According to the embodiments of the present 
invention, erroneous operation of the buttons is prevented by 
the positions, the placed State, and the functions and, there 
fore, erroneous operation is prevented. 
0224 (v) According to the embodiments of the present 
invention, the protecting Space is formed by the lower Side 
of the case 106a and the projection 131 and, therefore, 
breakdown of the levers due to falling, etc. can be avoided. 
0225. According to the fifth embodiment of the present 
invention, although the monitor 105 is formed separately 
from the operational remote controller 106, the LCD display 
panel may be mounted to the operational remote controller 
106 So long as the purpose is reduction in size and weight. 
0226 FIGS. 24 to 27 relate to the sixth embodiment of 
the present invention in which FIG. 24 is a side view 
showing an operational remote controller according to the 
sixth embodiment of the present invention; FIG. 25 is a 
croSS-Sectional view showing one part of the operational 
remote controller in FIG. 24, FIG. 26 is a lower end view 
showing a lower end of the operational remote controller; 
and FIG. 27 is an upper end view showing an upper end of 
the operational remote controller. 
0227. In an operational remote controller 201 according 
to the present sixth embodiment, a bending lever 202 is 
similar to that of the fifth embodiment. The operational 
remote controller 201 differs from that of the fifth embodi 
ment in that two buttons (a freeze button203 and a recording 
button 204) are placed in the longitudinal direction at the tip 
portion side of a lower cover 205 of a case 201a. 
0228. More specifically, as shown in FIGS. 24, 25, and 
27, the freeze button 203 and the recording button 204 are 
provided, at different heights, to an uneven portion 206 of 
the lower cover 205 for the purpose of preventing erroneous 
operation. As shown in FIG. 25, in the freeze button 203, a 
tact switch 209b can be operated. The tact switch 209b is 
mounted to a Substrate 210b. The Substrates 210a and 210b 
are supported by a metal subframe 211. The tact switches 
209a and 209b are connected to a relay substrate (not 
shown) via a cable (not shown). The freeze button 203 and 
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the recording button 204 are Subjected to a protecting 
proceSS for preventing the ingreSS waterdrop and drop in the 
case 201a, similarly to the above fifth embodiment. 
0229. Differently from the slide switch 144 which is 
adopted in the above fifth embodiment wherein one Switch 
functions as a plurality of functions in the present Sixth 
embodiment. The function is separated the function by the 
two buttons of the freeze button 203 and the recording 
button 204 which are independent of each other and the 
operation is performed by using two fingers. Thereby, prob 
ability of erroneous operation is decreased in the present 
sixth embodiment. 

0230 Incidentally, when the operator lowers the freeze 
button 203, a sill image is displayed on a monitor. When the 
operator lowers the recording button 204 when a live image 
is displayed on the monitor, the live image is recorded. 
When the operator lowers the recording button 204 when the 
Still image is displayed on the monitor, the Still image is 
recorded. 

0231. As shown in FIGS. 24 and 26, a cable 207 and a 
connector 208 for LCD are aligned to the lower end portion 
of the case 201a in the operational remote controller 201 in 
the longitudinal direction. 
0232 Operation of the aforementioned operational 
remote controller 201 will be described. 

0233. The operator places his thumb to the bending lever 
202, his forefinger to the recording button 204, and his 
middle finger to the freeze button 203, while one-hand 
holding a held portion of the case 201a in the operational 
remote controller 201. 

0234. The operator controls the bending lever 202 and, 
thereby, a bending portion of an inserted portion is bent or 
locked. 

0235 Also, the operator presses the freeze button 203, 
when the operational remote controller 201 is operated while 
observing the Screen of the monitor. Then, the tact Switch 
209a is operated and outputs a Still image instructing Signal. 
This still image instructing Signal is Supplied to the central 
Substrate via the relay Substrate. Consequently, an image 
displayed on the monitor becomes the Still image. 
0236. The operator presses the recording button 204, 
when the operational remote controller 201 is operated while 
one-hand holding the operational remote controller 201 and 
observing the monitor. Then, the tact Switch 209b is operated 
and outputs a recording instructing Signal. This recording 
instructing Signal is Supplied to the central Substrate via the 
relay Substrate. Consequently, when the image displayed on 
the monitor is a Still image, the Still image is recorded to a 
recording image recording function. Also, when the image 
displayed on the monitor is an observed image, the live 
image is recorded to a live image recording function. 
0237. In the operational remote controller 201 according 
to the present Sixth embodiment, the various buttons are 
placed on the central axis. Therefore, the usability is excel 
lent in the case of using either of the right and left hands. 
0238 Also, in the operational remote controller 201 
according to the present sixth embodiment, the cable 207 
and the connector 208 for LCD are aligned in the longitu 
dinal direction, there is no interference with hand and no 
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obstacle occur even if the operational remote controller 201 
is held by using either of right and left hands. 
0239). As mentioned above, according to the sixth 
embodiment of the present invention, in addition to acqui 
sition of the advantages similar to those of the fifth embodi 
ment, the following advantages are obtained. 
0240 (i) According to the sixth embodiment of the 
present invention, the recording button 204 and the freeze 
button 203 are provided at different heights and can be 
certainly operated without erroneous operation. 
0241 (ii) According to the sixth embodiment of the 
present invention, the recording button 204 is placed on the 
central axis and, therefore, the usability is increased even in 
the case of operation using either of the right and left hand. 
0242 (iii) According to the sixth embodiment of the 
present invention, the connector 208 for LCD and the cable 
207 are placed to the lower end portion of the case 201a in 
the longitudinal direction and, therefore, the respective cable 
207 and cable for monitor become no obstacle, thereby 
improving the usability. 

0243 While this invention has been described in detail 
referring to one preferred embodiment of the invention, it 
should be understood that the invention is not limited to that 
precise embodiment. Rather, many modifications and varia 
tion will be apparent to those skilled in the art without 
departing from the Scope and Sprit of the invention as 
defined in the appended claims. 
What is claimed is: 

1. An endoscope apparatus comprising: 
an insertion portion having image pickup means and a 

bending portion provided at the distal end of the 
insertion portion; 

a bending drive device having a drive Source for bending 
the bending portion; 

display means for displaying an image picked up by the 
image pickup means; 

an operating unit for remotely controlling the bending 
portion; and 

a plurality of first operating members provided in a 
protecting Space formed by a lower Side and a projec 
tion on a front Surface of the operating unit. 

2. An endoscope apparatus according to claim 1, further 
having a plurality of Second operating members provided on 
a back Surface of the operating unit. 

3. An endoscope apparatus according to claim 1, wherein 
the plurality of first operating members are provided along 
a longitudinal axial direction of the operating unit. 

4. An endoscope apparatus according to claim 1, further 
comprising a hooked member for holding the operating unit 
at a predetermined position. 

5. An endoscope apparatus according to claim 2, wherein 
the plurality of first and Second operating members are 
provided within an operable range when the operating the 
operating unit by grasping. 

6. An endoscope apparatus according to claim 2, wherein 
the plurality of Second operating members provided at the 
back Surface of the operating unit includes a Switch having 
a plurality of functions aligned in the longitudinal axial 
direction of the operation unit. 
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7. An endoscope apparatus according to claim 2, wherein 
the plurality of first and Second operating members can 
operate at least one of a Slide operation in which an input 
axis is freely rotatable, and a push operation of the slide 
operation in an input axial direction. 

8. An endoscope apparatus according to claim 1, wherein 
at least one of the plurality of first operating members 
provided at the front Surface of the operating unit is a 
joystick. 

9. An endoscope apparatus according to claim 1, wherein 
the plurality of first operating members provided at the front 
Surface of the operating unit are provided within an operable 
range of a thumb of a hand when operating the operating unit 
by grasping. 

10. An endoscope apparatus according to claim 2, wherein 
the plurality of Second operating members provided at the 
back Surface of the operating unit are provided within an 
operable range of a forefinger of a hand when operating the 
operating unit by grasping. 

11. An endoscope apparatus according to claim 2, wherein 
the plurality of Second operating members provided at the 
back Surface of the operating unit are Switches for generat 
ing at least one kind of Signals corresponding to an inclined 
direction of an input axis when the input axis is freely 
rotated. 

12. An endoscope apparatus according to claim 2, wherein 
the plurality of Second operating members provided at the 
back Surface of the operating unit are Switches are outputting 
a signal different from a signal when an input axis is freely 
rotated by pushing the input axis in an axial direction. 

13. An endoscope apparatus according to claim 2, wherein 
the plurality of Second operating members provided at the 
back Surface of the operating unit are Switches for outputting 
a Signal to freeze an endoscope image displayed on the 
display means by pushing an input axis in an axial direction. 

14. An endoscope apparatus according to claim 2, wherein 
the plurality of Second operating members are provided at 
the back Surface of the operating unit are Switches for 
outputting a signal to control a magnification of an endo 
Scope image displayed on the display means in accordance 
with an inclined direction of an input axis when the input 
axis is freely rotated. 

15. An endoscope apparatus according to claim 2, wherein 
the plurality of Second operating members provided at the 
back Surface of the operating unit are Switches capable of 
Selectively operating an operation for freezing an endoscope 
image displayed on the display means by pushing an input 
axis in an axial direction or an operation for controlling a 
magnification of the endoscope image displayed on the 
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display means in accordance with an inclined direction of 
the input axis when the input axis is freely rotated. 

16. An endoscope apparatus according to claim 1, wherein 
at least one of the plurality of first operating members 
provided at the front Surface of the operating unit is an 
analog joystick for varying an output signal in accordance 
with a Slant angle of an operational shaft. 

17. An endoscope apparatus according to claim 16, 
wherein the analog joystick includes a Switch for generating 
a signal by being connected to the operational shaft to push 
the operational Shaft in an axial direction. 

18. An endoscope apparatus according to claim 17, 
wherein the analog joystick includes a Switch which is 
interlocked to pushing operation of the operational shaft So 
that a bent shape of the bending portion can be fixed or fixing 
can be released. 

19. An endoscope apparatus comprising: 
an insertion portion having image pickup means and a 

bending portion provided at the distal end of the 
insertion portion; 

a bending drive device having a drive Source for bending 
the bending portion; 

display means for displaying an image picked up by the 
image pickup means; 

an operating unit for remotely controlling the bending 
portion; and 

a plurality of operating members provided at the back 
Surface of the operating unit Such that they are within 
an operable range of a forefinger of a hand when 
operating unit by grasping. 

20. An endoscope apparatus comprising: 
an insertion portion having image pickup means and a 

bending portion provided at the distal end of the 
insertion portion; 

a bending drive device having a drive Source for bending 
the bending portion; 

display means for displaying an image picked up by the 
image pickup means; 

an operating unit for remotely controlling the bending 
portion; and 

an operating member provided at the front Surface of the 
operating unit which can Select from a menu displayed 
on the display means. 
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